**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, CONTINUED**

**User Interface: Internal & Public Facing**
- California Wireframe - Tony Peterson, OnCore
- Recommendations from the GWPC UI Study - William Blackwell
- Presentation of new RBDMS Public Facing Interfaces
  Michigan, West Virginia, Utah
- Discussion and Next Steps

**Updating the RBDMS UIC Module** - Don Drazan, Stan Belieu, Dan Jarvis
- Current RBDMS Data Fields
- Aquifer Exemptions
- Gas Storage
- State Needs and Desires
- Overview of Well Testing Protocol Data Needs Quick Overview
- Annulus Pressure Tests
- Group Input for National Survey to Identify UIC Data Needs
- Generating Input for National Survey to Identify UIC Data Needs
- Discussion & Next Steps

**THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17**

The Thursday meeting will be held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 1209 L Street
See insert for map and directions.

**Field Inspection** - Thom Kerr, Jennifer Favitta
- Status of Project and timeline
- Demonstration
- Including California requirements
- Group discussion and recommendations
- Discussion & Next Steps

**WellFinder**
- Overview of WellFinder application, TJ Groves, GWPC
- States Perspective on How WellFinder is Useful in their State
  - New York - Amanda Trotter
  - Nebraska - Chuck Borcher
  - Oklahoma - Bob Griffith

**FracFocus** - William Blackwell
- API for RBDMS - FracFocus Integration
- Automatic Checking of Chemical Disclosure Filing Against Completion Reports - Ray Arthur and Bill Hochheiser, ALL Consulting

**April 2017 Training Topics: Group Discussion**
### TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

**9:00 AM**
**Introductions**

**9:05 AM**
**Welcome and Meeting Goals**
Paul Jehn, Mike Paque, Nancy Johnson (USDOE), California DOC, RBDMS Steering Committee (Stan Belieu, Mark Bohrer, Dan Jarvis, Amanda Trotter, Adam Wygant)

**9:25 AM**
**RBDMS Development Standards, Protocol and Use of GitHub**
William Blackwell

**9:30 AM**
**Future RBDMS Development Priorities**
Paul Jehn
- Web Enabling RBDMS, on Premise or in the Cloud
- RBDMS Software Subscription Service, Amanda Trotter, New York
- WellFinder Mobile App, Wellbore, AOR, UIC, GIS & Other State Priorities
- RBDMS Core Technology
- Upgrade Path (From Classic RBDMS | From RBDMS.Net) - Thom Kerr
- Maintaining RBDMS 3.0 core - Thom Kerr and Scott Bland
- Discussion & Next Steps

**10:30 AM**
**California WellSTAR Powered by RBDMS**
- Project Goals and Objectives - Thom Kerr and Ja’Nien Montank
  - Organizational change management - Jason Hardy
  - Modular approach
  - Web enabling
  - Updated UI
  - Online electronic forms
  - Workflow and automated processes
  - Water quality analytical results
  - Water tracker
  - Workflow and business rules
  - Timeline and release plan
- Under the Hood: Proposed Architecture for RBDMS 3.0/WellStar - Scott Bland

**1:45 PM**
**RBDMS Web Forms: Electronic Permitting & Reporting**
Paul Jehn, Thom Kerr
- Utah, Alabama and Wyoming Implementation of eforms - Dave Lowther, Coordinate Solutions
- Proposed Ohio Approach to Electronic Permitting Using GIS & Interactive Features - Marlene Hall, Ohio
- Demonstration of Proposed Technology/Architecture for RBDMS3.0 & WellStar Online Forms - Scott Bland, OnCore
- Using Form Builder Technology
- Integrating Form Builder Technology with RBDMS 3.0 Technology - Jon Briccetti, Troy and Amanda Trotter, New York
- Proposed Methods for Using RBDMS Web Forms with Classic, .Net and Other Systems - Scott Bland
- Discussion & Next Steps

### WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

**9:00 AM**
**Interaction between RBDMS & GIS Tools** - Paul Jehn
- Moving RBDMS GIS Forward - Alex Code and Jim Milne
  - Looking at GIS Today & What People Want for Tomorrow
  - Laying the Foundation for GIS & Data Visualization Tools
  - Meshing Existing Functionality With Enhanced Functionality
  - Mapping the Pathway Forward
- Demonstration of RBDMS Seismic App - Dan Yates
- Demonstration of Michigan Tools - Adam Wygant and Don Drazan
- Discussion & Next Steps

**10:30 AM**
**AOR 3-D Visualization** - Don Drazan and Jim Milne
- Demonstration of Utah Data
- Future of Well Bore Diagramming Software
- Group Discussion of Needs & Next Steps

**12:00 PM**
**Lunch**
**Map to Tuesday/Wednesday Meeting Location**

**Sterling Hotel**  
1300 H Street, Sacramento, California 95814

---

**Map to Thursday Meeting Location**

**Hyatt Regency Hotel**  
1209 L Street, Sacramento, California 95814

---

**Upcoming RBDMS Events**

**RBDMS Spring Training**

April 2-6, 2017  
Lido Beach Resort | Sarasota, Florida

The Spring RBDMS Training will be held in Sarasota, Florida, April 2-6. There is no registration fee; however, all participants must register to attend.
UPCOMING GWPC EVENTS

February 21-23, 2017  |  Austin, Texas

The UIC Conference is the place to learn the latest information about underground injection control. We cover UIC topics from both a technical and regulatory perspective including the most recent changes to state and federal requirements and guidance. This year’s conference will be held February 21-23, 2017 at the Radisson Hotel & Suites Downtown Austin, Texas.

At the UIC Conference you will have a chance to talk to regulatory officials from both state and federal government as well as people from the oil and gas, chemical, uranium mining and other industries who utilize UIC wells on a daily basis.

Now Accepting Abstracts, Due November 30:
- Aquifer Storage & Recovery
- Aquifer Exemption
- Produced Water
- Seismic Session
- UIC & Gas Storage
- Class I UIC Wells
- Class II & VI UIC Wells
- Class III Uranium & Salt Mining
- Class V UIC Wells

Visit www.gwpc.org/events to register, submit an abstract, read hotel information, and/or find out about this year’s sponsorship opportunities and added benefits.

WWW.GWPC.ORG/EVENTS